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Matchbox Garden & Seed Co. is a locally owned and operated organic 
market garden farm located in Haldimand County, Ontario. We seek out 
the best culinary varieties of heirloom vegetables, herbs and flowers for all 
kitchens. 
 
At Matchbox Garden & Seed Co. our goal is to work with, and provide 
people with a greater selection of seed varieties in order to help maintain the 
diversity of seed that people have enjoyed for generations. 
 
We offer select heirloom and open-pollinated, certified organic seed. Our 
catalogue contains over 100 varieties of vegetables, herbs, and flowers that 
are produced on our farm in Southern Ontario. Every variety in our 
catalogue can be found in our own gardens, this provides our customers with 
varieties that have proven to grow successfully in our region. It also means 
that we are able to produce seed that is regionally adapted. 
 
Descriptions in our catalogue include days to maturity, planting depth, 
spacing and when possible, seed history. It is important to know where our 
seed has come from to ensure success, diversity and a satisfying gardening 
experience. 
 
It’s our 10 year anniversary! It is also our first year with organic 
certification!  This is an important step for us as we move forward and 
continue to expand our seed production, produce food year round, and 
continue to work towards a self-sustaining farm. 
I hope you enjoy this year’s catalogue, and the bounty that can grow from it. 
Plant generously, weed steadily, and eat well. Share with your neighbours, 
friends, and family. Know where your food comes from. 
 
Here’s to good food, and happy growing! 
 
Hanna 
Matchbox Garden & Seed Co. 
1350 Highway 54 
Caledonia, Ontario 
N3W 1V9 
www.matchboxgarden.ca 
 



 

 
 

Safe Seed Pledge 
 “Agriculture and seeds provide the basis upon which our lives 
depend. We must protect this foundation as a safe and genetically 
stable source for future generations. For the benefit of all farmers, 
gardeners, and consumers who want an alternative, 
We pledge that we do not knowingly buy or sell genetically 
engineered seeds or plants. 
The mechanical transfer of genetic material outside of natural 
reproductive methods and between genera, families or kingdoms, 
poses great biological risks as well as economic, political, and 
cultural threats. We feel that genetically engineered varieties have 
been insufficiently tested prior to public release. More research and 
testing are necessary to further assure the potential risks of 
genetically engineered weeds. Further, we wish to support 
agricultural progress that leads to healthier soils, genetically diverse 
agricultural ecosystems and ultimately healthy people and 
communities.” 

 
LIMITATION OF LIABILITY: When you buy seed and seedlings 
from Matchbox Garden & Seed Co. we want you to be 100% 
satisfied with our product. If anything you purchase from us does not 
meet your expectations please let us know and we will do our best to 
remedy the problem. However, there are factors such as weather, 
soil, and growing practices that we do not have control over. For 
greater success, look for varieties that are best suited to your specific 
location, soil conditions, water sources, etc. 
 
To make sure that you are satisfied with our product and services, 
we may either replace the item in question or refund your purchase.  
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  BEANS 
    Beans germinate best at temperatures between 15 C° and 30 C°. 

They are a warm season plant, susceptible to light frosts and 
freezes. They grow best at temperatures between 15 C° and 21 C°. 
As bean roots do not transplant well, we recommend direct sowing. 
For best results wait until all danger of frost is past before planting.  

    Bush Habit: Usually determinate. 
    Planting depth:                  ½ - 1” 
    Spacing Between Plants:    4 – 6” 
    Spacing Between Rows: 18 – 36” 
    Height:                            10 - 24” 
    Breadth:                             4 – 8” 
                             
    Fresh Snap – Gold Rush 
    This variety dates back to c.1900. The bush habit plants are 

determinate, producing straight, long, round, yellow pods up to 5” 
long. Very reliable, early producer offering a 4 – 6 week harvest 
period when picked every 3 – 4 days. 

    Days to Maturity:            55 
    Seeds per Pack:              25 
    Price per Pack:               $3.50 

 
Fresh Snap – Fin De Bagnol 
This French variety dates back to c.1800. It is a strong 
producer of long, thin, green pods used widely for filet beans. 
Pick every 3 – 4 days for best flavour and longer harvest. 
Days to Maturity:            55 
Seeds per Pack:              25 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
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Fresh Snap – Royal Burgundy 
This prolific producer is one of our favorites. Green leaves  
with purple veins turns out long, deep, purple pods that are 
sweet we like to eat them raw. A wonderful addition to any 
summer salad. 
Days to Maturity:            50 
Seeds per Pack:              25 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
 
Edamame – Sayusume  
This was my first year growing edamame, and I have fallen in 
love. One of the easiest crops I have ever grown, and a great 
yield as well. We wound up eating a lot of our edamame raw 
because of its incredibly delicate flavour. When harvested at 
the right time, beans have a subtle sweetness. This particular 
heirloom Japanese variety dates back to . I encourage 
successive plantings with edamame, as they have a single 
harvest period.  
Days to Maturity:     92 
Seeds Per Pack:       30 
Price Per Pack:        $3.50 
 

BEETS 
An annual cool season crop, beets are best planted in early 
spring, approximately 2 ½  weeks before the last frost date. 
All of our strains are open pollinated and multigerm. This 
means one seed produces a group of four to five plants and 
will need thinning. During hot weather beets have a tendency 
to become woody and tough. For this reason we have 
chosecultivars with 45-60 days to maturity.  
Optimal for germination is       15 C° – 30 C°  
Best growing temperature is           15 C °– 18 C° 
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    Planting Depth:                           ¼” 
Space Between Plants:                4 – 6” 
Space Between Rows:                 18 - 24” 
Height:                                        12” 
Breadth:                                      4 – 8” 
 
Chioggia 
An Italian heirloom dating back to c.1840. This gourmet red 
and white striped beet has a wonderful sweet flavour. When 
picked young it is delicious raw. Heat and drought tolerant, it 
is best picked when no more than 3” in diameter. 
Days to Maturity:            50 - 60 
Seeds per Pack:              200 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 

 
Detroit  Dark Red 
This most widely sold beet is also an heirloom dating back to 
c.1892. Tall, tasty green tops reach 15” in height and roots 
hold their flavour well into summer. Prolific and easy to 
grow. 
Days to Maturity:            55 - 60 
Seeds per Pack:              200 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
 
Touchstone Gold 
A favorite of mine in the garden and on the plate. These 
uniform, yellow/orange beets have a lovely sweet flavour and 
their greens are delicious. Best harvested when 3 – 4” in 
diameter, but hold well to much larger sizes. Be sure to thin 
when the leaf is 3 – 4” tall. This will encourage better root 
growth as well as give you an early beet green treat. 
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Days to Maturity:            60 
Seeds per Pack:              200 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
 

  CABBAGE 
An annual cool season crop that is hardy to light freezes. The 
cabbage is a member of the Brassicaceae (Mustard) family. 
Early and midseason cabbages can be started indoors 4 – 6 
weeks before transplanting out in early spring. Late season 
varieties can be direct seeded. Be sure to allow enough time 
for heads to mature before the first hard frost. When 
harvesting, be sure the heads are firm to the touch, use a 
large, sharp knife and cut head at ground level. To avoid soil 
borne diseases, do not compost cabbage roots and rotate all 
Mustard family plants on a minimum 3-year basis.  
Optimal temperature for germination is 7C° – 35C°.  
Best growing temperatures are 15C°– 20C°. 
Planting Depth:                          ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:               24 – 30” 
Space Between Rows:                18” 
Height:                                       12 - 15” 
Breadth:                                     24 – 48” 
 
Early Jersey Wakefield  
A wonderful, small, green cabbage that dates back to . Plants 
produce compact teardrop shaped heads that are great for 
smaller gardens, and a sure winner at market. A good choice 
for braised cabbage as well as coleslaw. 
Days to Maturity:             63 
Seed Per Pack:                50 
Price Per Pack:               $3.50 
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Early Red Express 
A lovely, early variety that has performed well over the past 5 
years. Early Red Express produces a small, compact head. 
Ideal for single meal preparations. Excellent flavour and  
striking appearance. The ideal candidate for early summer 
coleslaw. 
Days to Maturity:              65 
Seeds per Pack:                50 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
 

 
 

CAULIFLOWER 
Plan an average of 3 – 5 plants per person for this cool 
season annual. Also a part of the Brassicaceae (Mustard) 
family, it can be difficult to grow in spring as it bolts quickly 
in the heat. Cauliflower is the most sensitive of the Mustard 
family to frosts. Depending on your area, fall may be a better 
time to grow this plant as there will be less insect damage 
and potential for bolting. Plant transplants 1” deeper than 
they were grown in pots. For spring transplants, start indoors 
5 – 7 weeks before transplanting out. 
Optimal germination temperature:        7C° – 29C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:           15C °– 21C° 
Planting Depth:                                      ¼ - ½ “ 
Space Between Plants:                           24 – 46” 
Space Between Rows:                            18” 
Height:                                                   18 – 24” 
Breadth:                                                 2’ – 2.5’ 
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Snowball  
This heirloom variety first bred in the United States c.1890, 
has been gracing our gardens for the past 5 years. It can be 
harvested as small as 5cm or grown out to 15cm. It has a nice 
flavour and lends itself particularly well to curries.  
Days to Maturity:              55 
Seeds per Pack:                50 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 

 

  
  CARROTS 

Another annual cool season crop, carrots are best if direct 
sown near the last frost date. We recommend successive 
plantings for a season long harvest. When harvesting, look 
for the darkest, greenest tops as this indicates the largest 
carrots. When seedlings show their first leaves, thin to 1” 
apart and again to 3” apart when they show their first true 
leaves. Prevent green shoulders by hilling 
Optimal temperature for germination:           7C° - 30C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:                   15C° – 18C° 
Planting Depth:                                              ¼ - ½ “ 
Space Between Plants:                                    3 – 6” 
Space Between Rows:                     16 - 30” 
Height:                                            12” 
Breadth:                                          12”– 24” 
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Nantaise 
Growing to a characteristic uniform 8” long root. This 
Nantaise selection is small cored, crunchy and sweet. 
Days to Maturity:              68 
Seeds per Pack:                300 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
 
Berl icummer 
This carrot has exceptional flavour and a core-less 10” root. 
It is a great late variety that stores well. 
Days to Maturity:              80 
Seeds per Pack:                 300 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
 
Royal Chantenay 
These big, dark orange carrots are great for juicing, freezing 
and canning. They reach 5 – 6” long and 2” across at the 
shoulders. Lots of fun for kids too! 
Days to Maturity:             70 
Seeds per Pack:               300 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 

 
 
Cosmic Purple 
A purple skin with orange flesh, striking to see and great 
flavour. This early variety is one of our favorites to grow and 
to eat. Kids love it and the purple tones leaves make it easy to 
spot in the garden.  
Days to Maturity:            55 
Seeds per Pack:              300 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
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Yellow Solar 
Originating in the Middle East, this carrot has been 
mentioned as far back as c.1880. Long 6 – 7” roots are soft 
yellow toned and incredibly sweet. 
Days to Maturity:            70 - 75 
Seeds per Pack:              300 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
 

 
 

CHARD 
Closely related to the beet, chard has much the same grow 
culture. An annual plant in northern areas, it can withstand 
fall temperatures as low as -6C to -10C  when protected. In 
fact, these cold temperatures improve flavour and colour.  
We recommend direct sowing in early spring, 1 week before 
your last frost date. Swiss chard thrives in a location with full 
sun and well-drained soil. Leaf miners can be a problem, so 
keep an eye out for them and hand pick if possible. 
Alternately, row cover will prevent them from getting to your 
plants. Optimal temperature for germination:  10C° – 30C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:                      15C °– 18C° 
Planting Depth:                                         ¼” 
Space Between Plants:                               3 – 6” 
Space Between Rows:                               18 – 24” 
Height:                                                      12 – 15” 
Breadth:                                                    6 – 10” 
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Rhubarb Red 
A standard heirloom variety. This prolific producer gives 
leaves that can be harvested again and again. Cut the full 
grown outside leaves and leave the inside shoots to mature. 
Days to Maturity:              55 - 60 
Seeds per Pack:                150 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
Price Per Plant:                 $3.50 
 
Rainbow 
Red, pink, white, yellow, and orange stemmed, savoyed 
leaves make this a beautiful variety of multi coloured chard. 
Prolific producer and upright habit make it easy to grow and 
harvest.  

    Days to Maturity:              60 
Seeds per Pack:                150 
Price per Pack:                 $350 
Price Per Plant:                $3.50 

 
CUCUMBER 
A warm season plant very susceptible to light frosts and 
freezes. Cucumbers are best-planted 2 – 3 weeks after your 
last frost date. We recommend direct sowing as cucumbers 
do not take well to transplanting. They are heavy feeders, 
need deep watering and should generally have even moisture. 
Be aware of issues with mildew during heavy rain and high 
humidity periods.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    15C° – 35C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            18C °– 24C° 
Planting Depth:                           ½ - 1” 
Space Between Plants:                12 – 24” 
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Space Between Rows:                 3 – 4’ 
Height:                                       12 – 24” 
Breadth:                                     12 – 24” 
 
Marketmore 
Originally produced by Henry Munger at Cornell University, 
this cucumber is a prolific producer of 8 – 9” fruit with dark 
green skin and crisp sweet flesh. Produces all summer long.  
Days to Maturity:              70 
Seeds per Pack:                30 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 

 
Russian Pickling !NEW! 
Productive plant producing 5" long fruit when fully grown. A 
prolific producer, Russian Pickling is sooo sweet and crunchy 
it beat out Sumter hands down. This short season variety 
dates back to c.1870's and hails from the region of Perm, 
Russia. These cucumbers never made it to the kitchen, but if 
you can resist eating these cucumbers at harvest time, try 
pickling them! All you need is salt, garlic, vinegar, dill and a 
little patience. 
Days to Maturity:              65 
Seeds per Pack:                30 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
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EGGPLANT 
A member of the nightshade family, all parts of this plant are 
poisonous except for the fruit. Eggplants are very frost tender 
and should be planted out once plants are well established, 
approx. 2 – 3 weeks after all danger of frost has past. Be sure 
your soil is consistently 13C° – 15C° before transplanting or 
plants will become stunted and slow to bear. 
Space Between Plants:              18” 
Space Between Rows:               24 – 38” 
Height:                                      24 – 30” 
Breadth:                                    3 – 4’ 
 
Long Purple Ital ian 
This variety arrived in North America c.1850 with some of 
the first Mediterranean newcomers. Its bright purple flowers 
are large and showy. The skin is dark royal purple in colour, 
and the ivory flesh is mild and firm. Perfect for Eggplant 
Parmesan. Easy to grow and hardy in northern climates. 
Days to Maturity:              75 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/25 seeds 
                                         $8.00/1 gram 
                                         $15.00/2 grams 
Price Per Plant:                $3.50 
 

 
Udumalapet 
An eggplant hailing from India. We have been growing this 
variety for five years now and it has yet to disappoint. Lovely 
purple and cream fruit ripen to purple and gold. Harvest 
when they are shiny and 4 – 5” long. 
Days to Maturity:              85 
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Price per Pack:                 $3.50/25 seeds 
                                         $6.00/.5 grams 
Price Per Plant:                $3.50 
 

GREEN ONIONS 
A green onion, also commonly known as spring onion or 
scallion, is a staple crop that is cheap and abundant at stores 
everywhere. However, this crop surprises you with how great 
the flavour is when freshly harvested. Green onions are easy 
to grow. They can be both direct seeded and started indoors 
for transplanting. We try to do both. Starting green onions 
indoors in bunches approximately the size of a bunch at 
market. We then transplant in bunches scattered around the 
garden, this serves two purposes – easy harvest and pest 
control. Planting every three weeks should give you plenty of 
green onions all summer and well into fall. Green onions 
become a perennial if left alone over the winter, this makes 
them a great candidate for use in perennial herb gardens, 
orchard settings and permaculture gardens. Harvest when 12 
– 16” long for best flavour. 
Planting Depth:                              ½ - 1” 
Space Between Plants:                   3”   
Space Between Rows:                    12” 
Height:                                           12 – 20” 
Breadth:                                         5” 
 
 

Evergreen Hardy Nebuka 
A Japanese heirloom variety dating back to the late 1800’s, 
this variety also goes by the name of Nebuka. It is a bunching 
onion that is very cold hardy. We have planted these and 
watch them come back the following year. A wonderful  
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upright onion, I like to plant them in bunches amongst the 
carrots for easy harvest and pest management, it also makes 
for a beautiful looking garden bed. 
Days to Maturity:              65 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/150 seeds 
 

GREENS 
Tolerant of light frosts as well as freezes if properly protected, 
lettuce is one of the earlier plants to start the season off. 
Lettuce moves into its seed production phase during mid 
summer. To ensure you have lettuce all summer long, we 
suggest using more heat tolerant varieties for your late 
summer lettuce harvest. Lettuce can be direct sown or 
transplanted 1 – 4 weeks before the last frost date right 
through until mid August. If you have the right materials you 
plan later plantings for late fall and early winter harvests.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    5C° – 27C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            15C° – 18C° 
Planting Depth:                          ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:               6 – 14” 
Space Between Rows:               12 – 14” 
Height:                                      6 – 12” 
Breadth:                                    6 – 12” 
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Romaine –Forellenschluss 
Originally developed in Germany c.1790, but considered an 
Austrian heirloom. Best harvested as 5 – 6”, this dark green, 
maroon speckled lettuce has a lovely flavour. Best results when 
sown for early spring or late fall harvests.  
Days to Maturity:             55 - 65 
Price per Pack:                $3.50/600 seeds 
 
Romaine – Rouge D’Hiver 
We love those French heirlooms! Another old variety from 
France, Rouge D’Hiver has medium, red tinted leaves and 
excellent flavour. Popular for baby leaf with good regrowth. 
Tolerant to the cold, but avoid hot weather. 
Days to Maturity:              58 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/600 seeds 
 
Loose Leaf – Gold Rush 
Lime green leaves have deeply cut margins and lots of curl and 
crinkles. Wonderful sweet flavour that holds well into the 
summer heat. Great for both baby leaf and full head. 
Days to Maturity:              55 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/600 seeds 
  
Loose Leaf – Cracoviensis 
A French heirloom dating to c.1885. Stunning in appearance 
with the hues of maroon on green. Quick to bolt, plan this 
lettuce for early and late season plantings. 
Days to Maturity:               65 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50/600 seeds 
                                          $5.00/2 grams 
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Loose Leaf – Ital ienischer 
Rare. Our favorite lettuce to grow and very popular at market. 
This variety of lettuce is tall, upright and sturdy, reaching a 
diameter of 18”. Bright green leaves are deeply cut  with a 
wonderful sweet flavour and the right crunch. Holds well into 
the summer heat. Be sure to give this lettuce a little extra space 
in the garden for best results. Cooking tip: Cut in half or 
quarters, toss in olive oil, salt and pepper and grill on the 
barbeque. 
Days to Maturity:             55 
Price per Pack:                $4.00/400 seeds 
                                        $7.00/2 grams 
                                        $20.00/5 grams 
 
Matchbox Select Salad Mix 
We have put together Forellenschluss, Rouge D’Hiver and 
Gold Rush to create a tasty and vibrant greens mix fit for any 
table. We usually take three harvest from one sowing. Planting 
through out the season will give you continuous harvest.  
Days to Maturity:              40 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/600 seeds 
  
Arugula 
This easy to grow arugula can be harvested as baby leaf or left to 
mature. It is great for cut and come back growing. Sow seeds 
every 3 weeks for early spring for continuous harvest. A favorite 
of Flea Beetles, be sure to use row cover if they are present in 
your area. 
Days to Baby Leaf:            25 
Days to Maturity:               45 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50/600 seeds 
                                          $10.00/5 grams 
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GROUND CHERRY 
The ground cherry is a member of the nightshade family. It 
behaves much like a tomato, it has similar leaf shape and size, 
as well as a similar time line for maturity. It readily self seeds, so 
don’t be surprised if you have ground cherries popping in 
following years. Ground cherries have a great novelty to them, 
with their golden straw husks, and sweet, tangy flavour. We 
recommend starting them indoors 4 – 6 weeks before planting 
out. They are a frost tender crop, so be sure to wait until all risk 
of frost is gone before planting them out. 
Optimal temperature for germination:      7C° – 35C° 
Planting Depth:                                ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                     18 – 24” 
Space Between Rows:                      24 – 36” 
Height:                                            12 – 18” 
Breadth:                                          8  – 12” 
 
Aunt Molly’s   
A widely grown variety, Aunt Molly’s has a flavour reminiscent 
of pineapple. This has been a surprise favorite at market as well 
as with restaurants. A heavy producer, we harvested an average 
of 30 pints from one plant, over a six week period.  
Days to Maturity:               
Seeds per Pack:                 25 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50/25 seeds 
                                          $8.00/.5 gram 
                                          $12.00/1 gram 
Price Per Plant                  $3.50 
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KALE 
A member of the Mustard Family, Kale is a cool season crop 
hardy to frosts and light freezes. It actually improves flavour and  
sweetness with frost. It is generally more resistant to disease and 
pests than other Brassicaceae. Kale can either be direct seeded  
or started indoors and can be set outside as early as 2 – 4 weeks 
before your last frost date.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    7C° – 35C° 
Planting Depth:                                ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                     18 – 24” 
Space Between Rows:                      24 – 36” 
Height:                                             12 – 18” 
Breadth:                                           8  – 12” 
 
Black Palm(Lacinato) 
Lovely heirloom from Italy, this variety is very popular and 
often found at farmers markets. A strong producer it will 
continue to give you large, hardy leaves right past the frost and 
well into winter of properly protected. 
Days to Maturity:              55 
Seeds per Pack:                400 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
Price Per Plant:                $3.50 
 
Red Russian 
Flat, nicely cut leaves are deep blue green with purple veins. 
Baby leaves are an excellent addition to salads. As a mature 
plant its flavour is unsurpassed by other kales. Beautiful in the 
flower garden as well. 
Days to Baby Leaf:           25 
Days to Maturity:             50 
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Seeds per Pack:               400 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
Price Per Plant:               $3.50 

 
 
 

LEEKS 
A biennial pollinated by bees, leeks are hardy and a member of 
the Allium (onion) Family. Many leeks can be left in the garden 
over winter for an early summer harvest the following year. To 
get the long white stem, be sure to hill soil around the leeks as 
they grow.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    21C° – 24C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            12C °– 24C° 
Planting Depth:                              ¼ ” 
Space Between Plants:                    2 – 6” 
Space Between Rows:                     12 – 24” 
Height:                                            18 – 36” 
Breadth:                                          2 – 8” 

 
Tadorna 
This is a classic leek, also known as Lyon. It is extremely cold 
hardy making it ideal four our cold Canadian winters. Stalk is 
tender and solid making this variety a favorite of our in the 
kitchen. 
Days to Maturity:             80 - 90 
Seeds per Pack:               150 
Price per Pack:                $4.00 
 
Bandit  !NEW! 
Over wintering leek with lovely flavour. Great for northern 
gardeners, this variety forms a thick base with little bulbing.  
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When mulched well, it is very happy to be left in the garden all 
winter. In our garden, it has even begun to produce new plants 
in late summer. This has led to experimenting with creating 
perennial leek beds. We're super excited to see how they will 
perform! 
Days to Maturity:             100 
Seeds per Pack:               150 
Price per Pack:                $4.00 
 
 

 

ONIONS 
A cool season crop, hardy to light frosts. An excellent tool for 
pest management around the garden. Onions started from seed 
generally grow larger and store longer. While sets are easier and 
faster to grow, they are more susceptible to bolting and rot. 
When harvesting, look for tops that have fallen over, forcing 
them over can shorten their storage life. Once harvested, rest 
them on the ground to dry and cure. Turn once or twice a day  
and cover if it rains. When completely brown they can be 
removed from the garden and hung in a cool, dry place for 
further curing.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    10C° – 35C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            12C °– 24C° 
Planting Depth:                              ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                    3 – 6” 
Space Between Rows:                     12 – 18” 
Height:                                            15 – 36” 
Breadth:                                          6 – 18” 
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New York Early  
This white storage onion grows to 4 – 5” globe shape with 
yellow skin will keep well for up to 5 months. 
Days to Maturity:              100 - 105 
Seeds per Pack:                150 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 

 
 
Rossa Di Milano 
This Italian heirloom has a wonderful sweet flavour that lends it 
to making the perfect hamburger topping or summer salad 
compliment. Produces large reddish - pink onions that do well 
in storage. 
Days to Maturity:              115 
Seeds per Pack:                150 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
 
 

PARSNIP 
Grown best in rich, slightly heavy soil, Parsnips are the hardiest 
of all our garden plants and don’t develop their sweet nutty 
flavour until after frost has arrived. They can also be left to over 
winter in the ground and harvested as soon as the soil thaws in 
the spring. Seeds germinate slowly, so be patient. 
Optimal temperature for germination:    10C° – 29C° 
Planting Depth:                              ¼ ” 
Space Between Plants:                   3 – 4” 
Space Between Rows:                    18 – 24” 
Height:                                           24 – 36” 
Breadth:                                         6 – 12” 
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Turga 
Vigorous and productive plants produce wide shouldered roots 
that grow well in heavy soils. Great for market gardeners. This 
variety is sweet and crisp with a hint of nutty flavour. 
Days to Maturity:              110 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50/150 seeds 
                                          $10.00/14 grams 
                                          $18.00/28 grams 
                                          $28.00/50 grams 

 
 

 

PEAS 
Tolerant to frost and light freezes, we recommend direct 
seeding in early spring as soon as the ground can be worked. 
Peas have fragile root systems and do not transplant well. Peas 
do not require high nitrogen. After harvesting, turn plants 
under, this improves the soil. 
Optimal temperature for germination:     4C° – 21C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:             15C° – 18C° 
Planting Depth:                                1”   
Space Between Plants:                      2 – 4” 
Space Between Rows:                       18 – 48” 
Height Garden Peas:                        21 – 48” 
Height Snap Peas:                            4 – 6’ 
Breadth:                                           6 – 10” 
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Sugar Snap  
This variety performs perfectly for us every season. For a 
constant supply, sow every 3 weeks from April to the end of 
June. Harvest regularly to increase yield. Vines grow to 6’ so be 
sure to build a sturdy trellis. Plump pods are bright green, sweet 
and tender. 
Days to Maturity:                65 
Seeds per Pack:                  30 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
 
 

Green Arrow 
One of the most excitng times of the year is when the fresh 
shelling peas are ready for harvest. This heirloom variety hails 
from England and boasts easy to shell pods containing up to 10 
sweet peas in each. Every year I try to freeze a few quarts, so 
that I can have that fresh summer taste in the middle of January. 
The pea shoots are also very tasty. They have become so 
popular with our CSA members that I know grow a bed for 
peas, a bed for pea shoots, and a bed for seed production. This 
pea is excellent for freezing and canning. Plants can reach up to 
3 feet tall, so a small trellis is recommended. Long harvest 
period for a determinate plant as well.  Great variety for home 
and market gardener alike. 
Days to Maturity:                65 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50/30 seeds 
                                           $7.00/15 grams 
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PEPPER 
Also a member of the nightshade family, all parts of the pepper 
plant are somewhat poisonous except for the fruit. Another 
warm season annual, peppers are very susceptible to light frosts 
and freezes. Transplant outdoors once all danger of frost has 
passed. Like their cousins tomato, peppers can succumb to 
yellowing, stunted growth and low yield if planted out before 
soil temperatures are a consistent 13C – 16C.  Peppers do well 
when planted close together, to avoid pest problems use floating 
row covers and lift to aid pollination. Harvest sweet peppers as 
soon as possible, this hastens the growth of other fruit. 
Optimal temperature for germination:    18C° – 24C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            21C °– 30C° 
Planting Depth:                               ¼” 
Space Between Plants:                     12 – 24” 
Space Between Rows:                      18– 36” 
Height:                                             2 – 3” 
Breadth:                                           24” 

 
Hot – Black Hungarian 
A medium-hot Hungarian heirloom that is beautiful to look at  
with purple veined foliage and purple flowers. Fruits are 3 – 4” 
that ripen to black. Plants grow to 36”. 
Days to Maturity:           70 – 80 
Price per Pack:               $3.50/25 seeds 
                                       $6.00/.5 grams 
                                       $12.00/1 gram 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
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Hot – Cayenne 
This pepper is for those who like it hot. It dates back to 
before 1827, has 5” long pods that range from dark green to 
bright red. They dry well.  
Days to Maturity:             70 - 75 
Price per Pack:                $3.50/25 seeds 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 

 
Hot – Fish Hot 
An heirloom from the Philadelphia/Baltimore/D.C. region. 
Famous seasoning used in crab houses around the Chesapeake 
Bay. Peppers are dried, ground and used to make sauces for 
shell fish. This variety is thought to have been brought to 
America from Africa around 1800. Medium hot with 3” long 
fruit that ripen from cream and green striped to orange and red.  
Days to Maturity:            80 
Price per Pack:               $3.50/25 seeds 
                                       $6.00/.5 grams 
                                       $10.00/1 gram 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
 
Hot – Ring Of Fire  
A newer variety, Ring Of Fire is a heavy producer of 4” long, 
shiny red fruit. This pepper is the hottest variety we carry and 
has been described as buttery with a hint of “burn-your-face- 
off”. We use it to spice up ceviche, and make great hot sauce. 
It’s also a strong seller at market and with our chefs. 
Days to Maturity:             60 
Price per Pack:                $3.50/25 seeds 
                                        $6.00/.5 grams 
                                        $12.00/1 gram 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
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Hot – Scotch Bonnet !NEW! 
Upon the request of my chef husband, I have been growing 
these out for the past two years. While I am not a fan of spicy 
food, I do love growing hot peppers, and these are one of my 
favorites to see in the garden. Squat, yellow fruit that come in 
clusters on bushy plants. This pepper needs a long season to 
mature, I don't usually harvest these until the late days of 
September here in Southern Ontario. This pepper has a lot of 
heat, but also great flavour with fruity undertones. 
Days to Maturity:             100 – 120  
Price per Pack:                $3.50/25 seeds 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
 
 
Sweet – Caprigl io Red  
I discovered this rare Italian heirloom(dating back 200 years!) in 
2010 when visiting Torino as part of the Slow Food conference. 
2-3ft tall plants are heavy producers of squat, 3” diameter fruit 
with exceptional flavour. These peppers rarely make it to the 
kitchen in our house, but when they do, they make great stuffed 
peppers.  
Days to Maturity:           65 
Seeds per Pack:             $4.00/25 seeds 
                                       $12.00/.5 grams 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
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Sweet – Caprigl io Yellow  
Yes, on that same trip I also brought back yellow pepper seed 
of this variety. The Capriglio has quickly become my favorite 
pepper to eat and grow. A must in my garden every year. 
Days to Maturity:             65 
Seeds per Pack:               $4.00/25 seeds 
                                       $12.00/.5 grams  
Price per Plant:               $3.50 

 
 
Sweet – J immy Nardello Sweet Ital ian Frying Red  
Heirloom Italian pepper with thin walls. This pepper reaches 7” 
long and ripens to red. Excellent flavour when cooked. Reliably 
sets a minimum of 7 fruit per plant.  
Days to Maturity:            75 
Seeds per Pack:              25 
Price per Pack:               $4.00 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 

 
Sweet – Marconi Red 
An Italian heirloom that is also known as Marconi Rosso. 
These fruit are very large. Growing up to 12” long and 3”  
across the shoulders. They mature from green to red and are 
deliciously sweet, excellent fresh, grilled or roasted. Stake plants 
as they can grow as tall as 3’.  
Days to Maturity:             65 - 70 
Seeds per Pack:               25 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
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Sweet -  Orange Bell   
A rare heirloom variety, this bell pepper produces 3 lobed, 6” 
long fruit with medium thick walls. Excellent flavour for fresh 
eating. Plants have demonstrated a more squat growth habit, 
reach a height of 1-1 ½ ft tall. You can expect an average of 5 
fruit per plant. Beautiful orange colour. 
Days to Maturity:            65 - 70 
Seeds per Pack:              25 
Price per Pack:               $4.00 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
 
Sweet – Quadrato D’Asti  Gial lo 
Hard to find variety, this classic Italian heirloom produces large, 
four lobed fruit with thick walls. You can harvest the fruit when 
green, but be patient and wait for it to further ripen to yellow.  
The flavour is out of this world. Heavy producers, this variety is 
a great choice for pepper lovers.  
Days to Maturity:                75 
Seeds per Pack:                  25 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
Price per Plant:                   $3.50 
 
Sweet – Sweet King Of The North 
Heirloom variety dating back to c.1937, this variety is ideal for 
northern gardeners. Fruit have the traditional appearance of a 
sweet green pepper. They can be harvested when green or when 
red.  
Days to Maturity:               70 
Seeds per Pack:                 25 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                 $3.50  
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PUMPKIN 
For growing instructions please see squash on page  
Keep pumpkins away from cucumbers. Pumpkin can stunt 
cucumber growth. 

 
Small  Sugar Pie 
Introduced into American seed catalogues c.1820. Vigorous 
plants produce 4 – 8lb pumpkins. Excellent for pies. 
Days to Maturity:                90 - 120 
Seeds per Pack:                  30 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
 

 
Howden 
Developed in the Berkshires of Massachusetts by John Howden 
in the 60’s, this pumpkin is the ideal candidate for your jack 
o’lantern. Plants produce 25lb fruit that are deep orange and 
nicely ridged.  
Days to Maturity:                115 
Seeds per Pack:                 $3.50/ 30 seeds 
                                          $18.00/28 grams 

 

 
RADISH 
A cool season annual, radishes are tolerant to frosts and light 
freezes. Most varieties have a very short time to maturity, 20 – 
30 days. Great to plant along side carrots as they help mark the 
rows and loosen up the soil for carrot seedlings. Although there 
is no hard evidence to support this, it has also been said that 
when planted around squash that act as a trap crop against the 
squash vine borer. 
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Optimal temperature for germination:      7C° – 32C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:              13C° – 24C° 
Planting Depth:                           ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                2 – 3” 
Space Between Rows:                 8– 18” 
Height:                                        4 – 6” 
Breadth:                                      6 – 8” 

                                                                         
Cherrybelle 
Originally from Holland, this heirloom was an all American 
winner in 1949. An early variety with deep red skin and bright,  
crispy, white flesh. The hottest radish we grow. Keep an eye on 
this variety during heavy rains as it may split from too much 
water. 
 Days to Maturity:             20 
 Seeds per Pack:              $3.50/ 250 seeds 
 
French Breakfast 
A French heirloom dating back to c.1879. This beautiful radish 
boast red shoulders tapering to a white tip. Lovely crunch and 
nice heat. Great for fresh eating, braising and pickling. 
Days to Maturity:              25 
Seeds per Pack:                $3.50/250 
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RAPINI  
A member of the brassicae family, rapini is well suited to cool 
weather production and moderately hardy to cold weather. 
Rapini is a flavour mix of Mustard and Broccoli, it has no 
central hear, but produces many leaves and side shoots. We 
recommend planting early spring or late summer to avoid  
bolting. Rapini is also a great plant for seed saving. Be sure to 
use row cover to avoid flea beetle pressure.  
Days to Maturity:              45 
Seeds per Pack:                $3.50/150 

                                     $7.00/5 grams 
                                     $14.00/10 grams 
 

SPINACH 
One of the first salad greens to appear in the spring garden, this 
annual, cool season crop is best direct seeded  
approximately 4 – 6 weeks before your last frost date. If you 
prefer transplants, they can be set out w – 3 weeks before your 
last frost date. Spinach is also great as a fall crop. In fact  
this may be a better time for growing as you avoid pests such as 
leaf miners and spinach tends to sweeten once hit by a light 
frost. 
Optimal temperature for germination:      7C° – 24C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:              15C° – 18C° 
Planting Depth:                           ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                6 – 12” 
Space Between Rows:                 12– 24” 
Height:                                        4 – 6” 
Breadth:                                      6 – 8” 
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Long Standing Bloomsdale 
Another heirloom, introduced to catalogue c.1908. It is now 
one of the  most popular varieties around with glossy dark  
green leaves that hold their flavour well into the warmer 
weather. Quick to bolt when plants are stressed. 
Days to Maturity:              50 
Seeds per Pack:                150 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 

 

SQUASH 
A member of the Cucurbit family, squash is a warm season 
annual very tender to light frosts. Direct sow approximately one 
week after your last frost date. Transplants should be planted 
out no earlier than 2 – 3 weeks after your last frost date. Squash 
does not transplant well so we recommend direct sowing. 
Squash is usually planted in hills. When preparing the area, 
make sure to add lots of compost as squash are heavy feeders. If 
direct sowing, plant 3 – 6 seeds  
to a hill and thin out to 1 plant by pinching off stems at the  
soil line. Try not to pull up seedlings as this may disturb the 
roots of their companions. Many pests dine on the Cucurbit 
family and for that reason we strongly recommend all and 
companion planting. Fabric row covers are also very useful 
against pests and can prolong and boost your harvest. Be sure to 
lift the cover when blooming begins to ensure proper 
pollination. A-frames or trellis may be used to grow vines   
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Optimal temperature for germination:    12C° – 25C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            18C °– 24C° 
Planting Depth:                        ½ - 1” 
Space Between Plants:             18 – 24” 
Space Between Rows:              36– 48” 
Height - Summer:                    12 – 15” 
             Winter:                       30 – 40” 
Breadth - Bush Habit:             Up to 4 sqft 

       Vine Habit:             Up to 12 – 16 sqft 
 

Summer Squash – Early Golden Crookneck 
An excellent producer of buttery, sweet flavoured yellow fruit.  
This heirloom dates back to c.1700 in the Americas. Fruit 
grows to 9” long with a thin, curved neck and round, thick 
bottom. Matures to a fairly bumpy, deep yellow skin. Best 
harvested when young, approximately 6” long. 
Days to Maturity:                40 - 55 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50/30 seeds 
                                           $6.00/ 10 grams 
                                           $15.00/ 25 grams         
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Summer Squash -  Cocozelle Zucchini 
An Italian heirloom from the 19th century known as “Cocozelle 
Di Napoli”, this zucchini  has a nice bush habit. Producing 
wonderfully flavoured fruits with dark and light green striping. 
They are best when harvested less than 12” long.  
 Days to Maturity:                45 
 Seeds per Pack:                  30 
Price per Pack:                    $3.50 

 
Summer Squash – Lemon  
The shape, size, and colour of a lemon, this heirloom squash 
produces high yields on vining plants. Be sure to pick the fruit 
when young as it loses its flavour when bigger. Great for pizza, 
and grilling, very popular at market. Requires daily harvest 
during peak season. 
Days to Maturity:                50 
Seeds per Pack:                  30 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
 
Summer Squash – Patissons Vert Et Jaune !NEW! 
A wonderful patty pan squash that produces right up to the first 
hard frost. Squash originate in the Americas and were brought 
back to Europe by early explorers. This variety was was sent to 
Seed Savers Exchange by member Bruno Defay of France. I 
have spent the past 2 seasons growing this out and am rather 
pleased with the results. Fruit are delicious when harvested 
small, before variegation begins. You can also let them ripen on 
the plant until they get very hard. The mature fruit make 
excellent decorations for fall displays.  
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This variety is a sell out at market as well, looking pretty cute in 
pint containers on your table. Requires daily harvest during 
peak season. 
Days to Maturity:                55 - 70 
Seeds per Pack:                  30 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
 

 
WINTER SQUASH 

 
Waltham Butternut 
By far the best butternut we have ever tasted. This popular 
variety produces large plants with equally large fruit weighing in 
at 3 – 6 lbs. The small seed cavity is a treat, allowing you to 
enjoy more of the sweet, rich flesh of this winter squash. We 
have also found this strain to be more resistant to the squash 
vine borer.  
Days to Maturity:           90 – 115 
Price per Pack:              $3.50/ 25 seeds 
                                      $9.00/10 grams 
                                      $18.00/25 grams 
 

Burgess Buttercup 
Dating back to c.1928, this popular variety produces 3 – 4 lb, 
blocky, dark green fruit. Golden flesh has a rich, buttery flavour, 
great for storage. Buttercup squash is extremely versatile and 
can be used for baking, mash, puree, steaming and stuffed. It 
can also be used as a substitute in recipes calling for sweet 
potato.  
Days to Maturity:                90 - 100 
Seeds per Pack:                  25 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
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Zeppelin Delicata 
Heirloom variety dating back to c.1894, this is the oldest variety 
available. Delicata has always been one of my favorites. 
Beautiful green stripes on ivory skin and sweet, nutty flavour are 
an eye catching addition to the table. Roast with olive oil, salt  
and pepper, keep the skins on! It creates a lovely sort of squash 
French fry that even the kids love. 
Days to Maturity:                95 - 100 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50/25 seeds 
                                           $10.00/5 grams 
                                           $18.00/15 grams 

 

TOMATO 
Part of the nightshade family, tomatoes are a warm season 
annual crop tender to light frosts. All parts of the plant are 
poisonous except the fruit. Start indoors 5 – 6 weeks before the 
last frost date. Seedlings need 12 – 14 hours of direct light a day 
or they will get leggy. When they have 4 true leaves, transfer to a 
deeper pot and again repeat when they reach 8- 10” tall. When 
transplanting at any stage, always place the top leaves just above 
the soil line, be sure to remove lower leaves before planting.  
Tomatoes generally require a 10 day hardening off period. Set 
out in the garden when they have again reached 8 – 10” and 
after all danger of frost has past. All tomatoes require some 
form of staking or trellising. Be sure soil temperature is a 
consistent 13 – 16C before planting or plants may become 
yellow, stunted or slow to bear. Tomatoes have 3 basic  
categories, determinate, meaning one harvest, semi-determinate, 
producing repeat harvest and indeterminate which produces 
fruit continuously through the season. Most heirlooms are 
indeterminate.  
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A great ally plant to deter pests such as aphids and the tomato 
horn worm is the French or Spanish Marigold.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    15C°– 30C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            21C°– 24C° 
Planting Depth:                           ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                24 – 36” 
Space Between Rows:                 3 – 6’ 
Height – Determinate:                36 – 48” 
      Indeterminate:             7 – 15’ 
Breadth:                                      24 – 36” 

           
Saucing -  Amish Paste   
An heirloom variety, the Amish Paste hails form Lancaster PA., 
It’s a strong producer, giving fruit until heavy frosts set in. 
Unsurpassed flavour for saucing, this variety doesn’t need any 
sweeteners to give it that sweet tomato sauce taste. We use this 
variety for all our sauce preserving for the year. Just add some 
onions and garlic, olive oil and a little salt and pepper and you 
have the perfect tomato sauce base. Plants grow up to 5 ft tall 
and require trellising for best results. 
Days to Maturity:           80 - 85 
Price per Pack:              $3.50/25 seeds 
                                      $10.00/.5 grams 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
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Saucing/Stuff ing/Paste – Rosso Sici l ian 
Brought over from Sicily in 1987, and given to Ann Fuller of Mitchell, 
Indiana, this Italian heirloom is packed with flavour. Excellent for 
stuffing and paste. Beautiful, deeply ribbed fruit can weigh up to 6 oz. 
Determinate. 
Days to Maturity      70 - 90 
Price Per Pack:        $3.50/25 seeds 
                                $10.00/.5 grams 
Price Per plant:        $3.50 
 

                                                   
Salad -  Stupice  
An heirloom from the Czech Republic, Stupice is our earliest tomato. 
The potato leafed plant produces clusters of small, red fruit from mid 
July through mid September. Eye catcher at market when boxed with 
Jaune Flamme. Excellent choice for an earlier tomato season. Cold 
tolerant, semi determinate. 
Days to Maturity   60 
Price per Pack       $3.50/25 seeds 
                              $10.00/.5 grams 
Price Per Plant      $3.50  
 
Salad -  Jaune Flamme  
A French heirloom, this variety originated with Norbert Perreira of 
Helliner, France. elongated cluster of deep orange, 4 oz fruit have a 
lovely sweet flavour and are well suited to drying and roasting. Another  
early variety, Jaune Flamme adds a nice colour contrast at the table, 
both dinner and market. Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:      70 -80 
Price per pack:          $3.50/25 seeds 
                  $10.00/.5 grams 
Price per plant:         $3.50 
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Salad -  Rumii Banjaan  
This heirloom hailing from Afghanistan, was discovered in 1936 
and brought to the United States. It was little known in our 
region until Baker Creek Seeds put in a request to the USDA 
for seed. A wonderfully pretty, small fruited plant. Tomatoes 
average 2 1/2" in diameter and ripen to a mottled yellow/orange. 
Great flavour. Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:          75 
Price Per Pack:             $4.00/25 seeds 
                                     $12.00/.5 grams 
Price per plant:             $3.50 
 

 
Beefsteak – Gold Medal 
One of our favorite tomatoes over the past 5 years. Created in 
1976, this plant displays vigorous growth and above average 
yield for such a large fruited plant. Yellow orange shoulders 
with a blush bottom can reach up to 2 lbs each. Flavour is a 
perfect balance between acidic and sweet, 
making this wonderful to eat all on it’s own. An excellent 
addition to any salad or salsa. Indeterminate.  
Days to Maturity:               90 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50/25 seeds 
Price per Plant:                  $3.50 

 
Beefsteak – Mrs. Bot’s Ital ian Giant 
Originally from Castle – Franco, in the Veneto region of Italy. 
This variety was brought to Canada around 1986 and has been  
grown primarily in King City by Mrs. Bot herself. Fruits are 4 – 
5” in diameter and full flavour. Can be used fresh or for sauce. 
Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:           70 - 80  
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Seeds per Pack:             $4.00/25 seeds 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
 
Sl icing -  Black Sea Man  
A Russian heirloom, this is the first black tomato I’ve grown in years, 
and I’m so impressed! Gorgeous black shouldered and deep pink and 
brown fruit can reach up to a pound in size, however they average 10 
oz. Incredible flavour, perfect for tomato salad. Early producer, 
determinate. 
Days to Maturity:          75 
Price per pack:             $3.50/25 seeds 
                    $10.00/.5 grams 
Price per plant:             $3.50 
 
Sl icing – Green Zebra 
Originally created in 1985 by Tom Wagner. Although this is 
not a true heirloom, its lovely appearance and unique flavour 
make it worth growing. Bright green, zebra patterned skin turns 
to a slight gold tone when ripe. Good flavour with higher acid 
makes this great for salsa. We like to use this combined with 
Superfantastic and Gold Medal for a breathtaking nacho topper.  
Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:                75 - 80  
Seeds per Pack:                  25 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                  $3.50 
 
Sl icing – Red Zebra  
A natural cross between the Green Zebra and an unknown parent, this 
variety was discovered on Jeff Dawsons farm in California and first 
listed in the SSE Exchange book in 1997. Large plants produce an  
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abundance of striped, red fruit approximately 2 ½ “ in diameter. Great 
mixed with Green Zebra. Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:           75 - 80 
Price per pack:               $3.50/25 seeds 
                     $7.00/.5 grams 
Price Per Plant:              $3.50 
 

 
Sl icing -  Pink Berkley Tie Dye Striped  
a newer variety from Brad Gates of Wild Boar Farms in California, 
the Pink Berkeley Tie Dye produces beautiful large fruit on compact 
plants. Fruit size 8-12oz. Striking appearance with deep pink and 
metallic green striping. Preferred flavour over Cherokee Purple. Early 
producer for its size. 
Days to Maturity:            75 
Price per Pack:             $3.50/25 seeds 
Price Per Plant:              $3.50 
 
 
Sl icing – Superfantast ic 
The only hybrid tomato I have ever grown. I’ve been saving 
seed on this variety for the past 8 years and it consistently comes 
true to form. This slicing tomato is the ideal specimen of 
uniformity. 10 oz tomatoes are clustered in groups of 4 – 6 fruit 
per vine. Lovely, classic slicing tomato, perfect for salads and 
sandwiches. Smaller growth habit makes this a great choice for 
small gardens. Semi-determinate. 
Days to Maturity:             70  
Seeds per Pack:               25 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
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Slicing – Sub Arctic Maxi 
A great Canadian tomato! I found this variety when I started 
gardening and I have grown it almost every year since. Small, 3 
ft plants produce an abundance of red, sweet 3 – 4” fruit in 
clusters of 4 – 5. A determinate variety and our earliest to 
mature. I find this tomato to have the  perfect garden tomato 
taste. It can also be grown as far north as the Yukon.  
Released in 1976 by Dr. Harris of the Beaverlodge Research 
Station in Alberta. 
Days to Maturity:             52  
Seeds per Pack:               25 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
Price per Plant:               $3.50 
 
Cherry – Blondkopfchen  
East German heirloom variety held in the Gatersleben Seed Bank, 
Blondkopfchen produces 1” fruit in large clusters. An incredibly high  
yielding plant with few cracked fruit. Sweet flavour, beautiful plant. 
Indeterminate. 
Days to Maturity:       75 - 80 
Price Per Pack:         $3.50/25seeds 
Price per Plant:         $3.50 
 
Cherry – Coyote 
Apparently this little wonder grows wild in Mexico! Tiny yellow 
fruit are prolific on these vigorous plants. Perfectly sweet, you 
can eat them by the handfuls. Plants must  be trellised as they 
will grow very large and love to climb. Indeterminate 
Days to Maturity:           55 
Price per Pack:              $3.50/25 seeds 
                                      $8.00/.5 grams 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
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Cherry – Koralik 
A lovely Russian heirloom we have grown for almost a decade 
now. One of my favorites for flavour and form. Plants are solid  
producers and need minimum staking. Fruit has a sweet 
smokiness to it. 
Days to Maturity:               65  
Seeds per Pack:                 25 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                  $3.50 
 
 
Cherry – Peacevine 
This cherry tomato has a classic flavour with vining growth habit 
that’s packed with fruit. Needs trellising. Great for kids to grow 
and fun to pick and snack on. Reliable producer for larger 
gardens and market gardeners. 
Days to Maturity:             75 - 80  
Seeds per Pack:               $3.50/25 
                                        $8.00/.5 grams 
Price per Plant:                $3.50 
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Drying – Principe Borghese 
A true sun drying tomato of Italian decent, this plant bears 
hundreds of little fruit on compact plants. Once dried, these 
tomatoes are packed with sweetness.  
Days to Maturity:            65 - 70  
Seeds per Pack:              25 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
 
 
                                                        

TOMATILLO  
Treat much the same as tomatoes. These plants are in the same family 
as tomatoes, eggplant, peppers, and ground cherries. Please see 
Tomatoes, Page 34 for growing information. 
 
Purple De Milpa   
A fun plant to grow, this rare heirloom can grow quite large and bears 
heavy yields of 1 ½ “ - 2” fruit. We found this variety to be on the 
sweet side, and enjoyed using it in salsa, salads, omelettes, and more. 
Fruit takes on a lovely purple hue when ripe. Holds well after harvest, 
be sure to stake plants with care.  
Days to Maturity       90 
Seeds Per Pack         $3.50/25 seeds 
                                   $8.00/.5 grams 
Price per Plant      $3.50 
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TURNIPS 
Turnips are an ancient vegetable that is thought to have been 
cultivated almost 4000 years ago in the near East. Both the roots  
and greens are an excellent source of vitamins. Sow turnip seed 
as early as the soil can be worked to have a crop for late spring  
harvest. For the storage crop, plant turnips on late June to early 
July so that the roots can develop in the warmer weather.  
Late plantings are less susceptible to Turnip root maggot 
damage. Apply compost generously and well rotted manure 
before planting. Harvest time depends on how large or small 
you prefer your turnips. 
Planting Depth:                          ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:                 2 – 5” 
Space Between Rows:               12– 18” 
Height:                                             12” 
Breadth:                                     6 – 12” 
 
Purple Top White Globe 
This mild flavoured turnip dates back to c.1880 and is a favorite 
to home and market gardeners alike. Best harvested when only  
3 – 4” in diameter, it maintains its sweetness even when larger. 
Stores well. 
Days to Maturity:              30 - 50  
Seeds per Pack:                400 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 
 
Golden Globe 
An heirloom believed to date back to c.1863, it was prized for 
it’s superior taste and lovely colour.  
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Roots are mature when 3 – 4” across, but like the Purple Top 
turnip, it can be left much longer without losing much of its 
sweetness.  
Days to Maturity:             50 - 60  
Seeds per Pack:               400 
Price per Pack:                 $3.50 

 
WATERMELON and MELON 
Watermelon is a warm weather crop in the Cucurbitiacea 
family. Melons are heavy feeders and do best in sandy of light 
soil that warms quickly in spring. Be sure to add a good amount 
of compost to your soil. Melons will experience blossom end 
rot when there is insufficient water due to the inability to take 
up their required calcium. 
  
Moon and Stars 
A wonderful pink fleshed watermelon. This variety boasts skin 
that is deep green with splotches of bright yellow. A great 
heirloom Variety with crisp, sweet flesh. 
Days to Maturity:       90 
Seeds per Pack:        25 
Price per Pack:         $3.50 
 
Cantaloupe – Charentais !NEW! 
A wonderfully aromatic cantaloupe variety. The Charentais is 
an heirloom from Poitou-Charentes region of France c. 1920. 
Plants produce 2lb fruit about the size of a grapefruit. When it's 
harvest time, look for fruit that has begun to loose it's green tint 
and has started to lighten.  
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The fruit should almost slip right off the vine. 
Days to Maturity:      75 - 90   
Seeds per Pack:        25 
Price per Pack:         $3.50 
 

 
FLOWERS 
 
Bachelor’s Buttons – Polk – A – Dot Mix 
This flower is simply lovely with its soft colours and feathery 
foliage. We like to use it as a border plant for raised beds. 
Blooms are a delicate addition to salads and deserts. This 
flower is also great for attracting pollinators. The more often 
you cut these flowers, the more you will get! This variety self 
seeds profusely. One year we even turned the soil in where 
these were growing and the next year they appeared in a straight 
line as though they had been freshly planted! 
Days to Maturity:               60  
Seeds per Pack:                 50 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                 $3.50 
 

 
Calendula 
We have been growing this variety for almost 10 years now and 
using it in our salad mixes for it’s bright yellow colour and 
unique flavour. Great for attracting pollinators. Self seeding. 
Days to Maturity:            65   
Price per Pack:               $3.50/50 seeds 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
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Coreopsis – Yellow !NEW! 
A lovely, yellow border flower that won’t quit. This perennial is 
tolerant of dry soil, and is easy to grow. Our coreopsis plants reach 18 
– 30” tall and spread to 2 square feet if given space.  
Mature plants split easily for multiplying and the blooms make 
gorgeous fresh cut flowers. 
Days to Maturity:            65   
Price per Pack:               $3.50/25 seeds 
 
Cosmos -  Sensations Mix  
Cosmos bipinnatus 
This heirloom variety won the AAS in 1936. Beautiful white, pink, 
and burgundy flowers on single stalks make this an excellent choice 
for a cut flower garden. We like to place it towards the back of our  
flower beds for dramatic height. Plants can reach 4’ tall. Great for 
pollinators.  
Days to maturity   85 
Price Per Pack      $3.50/30 seeds 
Price Per Plant     $3.50 
 
Marigold – Spanish Brocade 
These are marigolds are a must have for any vegetable garden. 
They perform wonderful past management duties by deterring 
tomato hornworms and attracting beneficial insects that prey on 
aphids. In all the years we have used these flowers as part of out 
integrated pest management system, we have NEVER had a 
problem with aphids or tomato horn worms.  
I usually plant 1 flower for every 2 tomatoes. Works well with 
peppers, eggplants, squash, potatoes, lettuce and more. It also 
has a pretty flower and is really easy to save seed from.  
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Blooms are red and orange double petals and if dead headed 
regularly will give you flowers well into fall. 
Days to Maturity:           50  
Price per Pack:              $3.50/ 25 seeds 
                                      $8.00/ 2 grams 
                                      $15.00/ 5 grams 
Price per Plant:              $3.50 
 
Nasturt ium – Jewel Mix 
A great companion or ally plant for the garden. This flower   
has many uses and is a vibrant addition to a salad with its  
spicy undertones. 
Blooms are a range of red, orange, yellow   
and cream. Annual. 
Days to Maturity:            65 
Seeds Per Pack:              25 
Price Per Pack:               $3.50 
Price Per Plant:              $3.50 

 
Nigella -  Love-In-A-Mist Blue  
Nigella damascena 
An heirloom brought to Northern Europe from Damascus c.1570. 
The seeds of this variety can be used for seasoning as well as a slightly 
spicy condiment. Feathery foliage, and light blue flowers followed by  
oval, papery seed pods with horns. This is a beautiful self seeding 
annual. Low growing and well suited to garden borders. Seed pods are 
gorgeous in dried flower arrangements.  
Days to Maturity        95  
Price per Pack        $3.50/30 seeds 
                    $7.00/1 gram 
                    $15.00/5 grams 
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Poppy -  California Orange  
Eschscholzia californica 
A beautiful flower that keeps blooming all season long. The California 
Poppy is well suited to areas with poor soil conditions. It is drought 
tolerant and readily self sows, becoming a plant that returns year after 
year. The history of this plant is well documented for its food and 
medicinal uses among various Native American groups on the West 
Coast. Greens can be cooked, flowers are used to treat lice, pollen to 
make cosmetics, and roots were used for poultices to treat toothaches. 
What a great plant!  
Days to Maturity   85 
Price Per Pack      $3.50/30 seeds 

 
Poppy -  Oriental  Mauve  
Papaver orientalis 
A beautiful addition to the garden with large, 4-6” wide flowers, this 
poppy reaches 3’ tall. Blooms mid June through July. Well suited to  
large plantings for a dramatic effect. Readily self seeds. Flowers are 
pink petalled with a mauve center, and foliage is a light, dusty green.  
Price per Pack   $3.50/50 seeds 
               $7.00/.5 grams 
 
Poppy -  Oriental  Red  
Papaver orientalis 
A beautiful, double petalled, red flower that averages 4” across. Plants 
reach 3 - 4’ tall. Blooms July to August. Another nice selection for 
larger plantings, as well as a back drop in the garden. Readily self 
seeds.  
Price per Pack:     $3.50/ 50 seeds 
                                 $7.00/.5 grams 
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HERBS 
 
BASIL 
This popular herb is a warm season annual tender to light 
frosts. An excellent choice for indoor starts as it transplants well. 
Continuous harvest encourages growth, allowing for season long 
use. Be sure to prune before the plant starts to flower. A great 
companion for tomatoes and peppers. Once harvested, l=keep 
stems in water at room temperature. Seeds may be started 
indoors 3 – 4 weeks before your last frost date. Seedlings should 
be set outdoors after all danger of frost had passed.   
Optimal temperature for germination:    24C° – 36C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            20C°– 30C° 
Planting Depth:                               ¼ ” 
Space Between Plants:             10 – 18” 
Space Between Rows:               15– 25” 
Height:                                     18 – 24” 
Breadth:                                   20 – 30” 

 
Genovese 
Originally from the Genoa region of Italy, this basil is grown  
primarily for use in pesto. A great producer all season, excellent 
fresh or dried. Annual 
Days to Maturity:                65   
Seeds per Pack:                 400 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                 $3.50 
 
Sweet 
A staple in any tomato sauce or summer salad, this variety just 
doesn’t quite. 
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In southern Ontario we regularly harvest from plants right into 
early October. Beautiful large green leaves with wonderful 
aroma. Annual 
Days to Maturity:                65   
Seeds per Pack:                 400 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                 $3.50 
 
Catnip 
Not just great for cats, this plant is also loved by pollinators. A 
nice perennial for the garden, plants reach up to 5 feet tall and 
spread about 1 foot in the first year. Keep this plant in check as 
it will spread readily. 
Perennial 
Seeds per Pack:                 25 
Price per Pack:                  $3.50 
Price per Plant:                 $3.50 
 
Chives – Onion 
A great addition to any garden, chives are widely used for 
culinary purposes. You can even harvest the scapes and chop 
them up for soups and sauces. In our garden I also use the 
plant for pest control as well as to attract pollinators and other 
beneficial insects.  
An all around good plant to have in the garden. 
    Seeds per Pack:              50 
Price per Pack:                   $3.50 
Price per Plant:                  $4.50 
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CORIANDER 
Santo Cilantro 
Fast growing and slow to bolt in warmer weather, great for 
attracting bees when in flower. A warm season annual that self  
seeds and is easy to grow. We recommend successive plantings 
if you wish to have cilantro all season. 
Optimal temperature for germination:    10C° – 21C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            20C °– 30C° 
Planting Depth:                          ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:               8 – 12” 
Space Between Rows:              12 – 15” 
Height:                                     12 – 21” 
Breadth:                                     6 – 12”   
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/200 seeds 
                                         $8.00/10 grams 
 
 

 
Dil l  – Bouquet 
A compact plant with slightly sweeter leaves than other varieties. 
Low maintenance, very attractive to bees when in bloom. A 
tender annual susceptible to light freezes. Self seeds easily, 
needs staking. Requires full sun sheltered from the wind.  
Optimal temperature for germination:    10C° – 21C° 
Planting Depth:                          ¼ - ½ ” 
Space Between Plants:               8 – 10” 
Space Between Rows:              18 – 24” 
Height:                                     36 – 48” 
Breadth:                                           24”   
Price per Pack:                 $3.50/200 seeds 
                                         $7.00/3 grams 
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LAVENDER 
Blue flowers grace this perennial, This variety was discovered in 
France when the widely used commercial variety was almost 
wiped out by disease. Flowers can be used to infuse baking for a  
delicate flavour. This plant prefers a location with full sun. 
Hardy in zones 5 – 8. Lavender does not like to be moved, so 
be thoughtful when placing it in your garden. Grow best in hot 
climates. 
Optimal temperature for germination:    18C °– 28C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            20C° – 35C° 
Planting Depth:                               ¼ ” 
Space Between Plants:                     24” 
Space Between Rows:                        6’ 
Height:                                     14 – 36” 
Breadth:                                 Up to 5 ft   
Seeds per Pack:                  50 
Price per Pack:              $3.50 
Price per Plant:              $4.50 
 
 

 
Marjoram - Sweet 
A tender annual susceptible to light frosts, uniform growth habit. 
Lovely flavour reminiscent of Oregano with a hint of citrus. Can 
be grown indoors during the winter.  
Price per Pack:                $3.50/50 seeds 
Price per Plant:                $3.50 
 
Oregano – Greek 
This “true” Oregano is found in the mountains of Greece and 
commonly used in many dishes including stews, tomato sauce and 
casseroles. Tender perennial tolerant of freezes. 
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Best temperatures for growing are hot. Prefers full sun but will 
grow well in partial shade. 
Seeds per Pack:                    50 
Price per Pack:                $3.50 
Price per Plant:                $4.50 
 
Parsley – Ital ian Flat Leaf 
A cool season biennial, this parsley produces large dark green 
leaves full of flavour. Strong bushy plants will produce seed during 
the second year and if left alone will self seed. Parsley tends to 
have a long germination period, so be patient, it can take up to 
three weeks.   
Optimal temperature for germination:    10C° – 30C° 
Optimal temperature for growth:            15C °– 18C° 
Planting Depth:                               ¼ ” 
Space Between Plants:               6 – 12” 
Space Between Rows:               12– 36” 
Height:                                     12 – 18” 
Breadth:                                       6 – 9”   
Price per Pack:              $3.50/100 seeds 
Price per Plant:              $4.50 
 
 

 
Sage – Common Garden 
Hardy perennial can withstand up -34C if well covered, Tolerant 
to poor soil and drought. When started from seed it can take up to 
two years to reach maturity. Silver/green leaves on cascading  
branches. A beautiful plant to have, especially when in bloom and 
it attracts lots pollinators. Perennial shrub. 
Optimal temperature for germination:    15C° – 21C° 
Bloom time:                                                      June 
Planting Depth:                               ¼ ” 
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Space Between Plants:             18 – 20” 
Space Between Rows:                      36” 
Height:                                     12 – 40” 
Breadth:                                   15 – 24”   
Seeds per Pack:                  50 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
Price per Plant:              $4.50 
 
Thyme  
In my mind, thyme is an herb you cannot get do without. This 
hardy perennial is said to be a good ally for many vegetables as it 
deters whiteflies and when in bloom, attracts pollinators. An  
essential part of Bouquet Garni, this herb adds excellent flavour to 
a wide variety of  
dishes. Perennial, tolerant to freezes, requires full sun and good 
drainage. This plant will survive the winter if mulched and benefits 
from regular pruning. 
Space Between Plants:               8 – 12” 
Height:                                       3 – 12” 
Breadth:                                   18 – 36”   
 
 
Thyme - Winter 
A hardier and more gently flavoured cousin of French Thyme. This 
variety tends to grow larger and last longer in the garden. Light purple 
flowers also act as attractants to pollinators. 
Seeds per Pack:                  25 
Price per Pack:               $3.50 
Price per Plant:              $4.50 
 
 

 



 
Seed Order Form 

Date: 
Name: 
Address:  
 
 
Email :  
Method of Payment: 
    Cheque    __ 
    Cash        __ 
Substi tutions Allowed: Yes  __  No __ 
***Sorry, we cannot ship plants at this t ime.*** 

 

I tem Price Quanti ty Total  
Tomato – Coyote 25 seeds 3.50 1 3.50 

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    



    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  Sub Total  
  Taxes*  
  Shipping**  
  Total  
 

*Please apply tax percentage for your region. 

**Shipping Charges:  
$0 – 9.99:                    $1.00 
$10.00 – 29.99:            $2.00 
$30.00 – 49.99:            $4.00 
$50.00 – 99.99:            $6.00 
$100.00 – 199.99:         $9.50 
$200.00 – 299.99:         $14.00 
$300.00 – and above:     free 
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Where to f ind us: 
Online:  
www.matchboxgarden.ca  
All our seeds can be purchased through our store. Orders are 
shipped within 5 business days. We ship across Canada. 
 
At the farm: 
1350 Hwy 54 
Caledonia, ON 
N3W 1V9 
 
Trinity Bellwoods Farmers Market 
Tuesdays, 3 - 7 

    May – October 
     
   226.920.4974 
   hanna@matchboxgarden.ca 
 
  We also accept mail orders. Simply fill out the attached form and  
  send it along to the farm address above with your payment. Orders      
  received by mail will be shipped within 5 business days of receipt.  
  We will contact you with an order confirmation and ship date.  
  Payment can be made via cash or cheque. 

  
 From May through October we have fresh produce at the farm, 

Trinity Bellwoods Farmers Market, and through our CSA program.   
We also provide seasonal produce to local restaurants and caterers. 
For a full listing of retail locations that carry our products, please visit 
our website.  
Thank you for supporting our farm and farming community. 

 


